
Good Morning, Vietnam!

28 June 2021

The sun may be setting on the UK recovery trade that
has dominated for a number of months while Vietnam
and Europe are emerging as newer themes.

This report casts an eye over the trusts that make up the 10-stock portfolio selected by my
value and momentum ranked investment trust screen. These stocks fit with specific rules
(below) that ensure a degree of diversity in the selection of trusts but still allow distinct
investment themes to emerge. And while this screen, like almost all screens run by the
Investors’ Chronicle, is considered a source of ideas for further research rather than an
off-the-shelf portfolio, a back test over the last 17 years suggest it trust picks collectively
deliver strong performance.

Highlights this month:

● All nine previous Alpha IT Reports are showing good outperformance of both
the MSCI World and FTSE All Share indices

● The strategy’s long-term record since mid-2004 boasts a near 10-fold
return.

● Two Vietnam specialist trusts appear in this month's report, the most allowed
for any one niche theme. Two new European trust picks also make the grade.
And a couple of investors’ favourites which have slipped to small discounts
also feature.

Analyst:

Algy Hall
algy.hall@ft.com
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Full marks!

Last month I opined that one of the ten-trust Alpha portfolios had failed to
out-gun one of the two indices I track performance against. However, the
miscreant trust portfolio, which came from the April report, has now come good
and is delivering returns ahead of both the MSCI World and FTSE All Share
index. All the other portfolios since we launched this Alpha report in July 2020
are also outperforming.

Full details of the 90 individual trust selections since last July can be found at
the end of this report, but the headline summary is as follows:

20-Jul-20 11-Sep-20

Name Total Return Name Total Return

Alpha ITs 42.1% Alpha ITs 33.6%

MSCI World 19.5% MSCI World 17.6%

FTSE All Share 20.2% FTSE All Share 22.7%

19-Oct-20 16-Nov-20

Name Total Return Name Total Return

Alpha ITs 30.4% Alpha ITs 21.9%

MSCI World 16.9% MSCI World 11.7%

FTSE All Share 24.5% FTSE All Share 13.7%

25-Jan-21 22-Feb-21

Name Total Return Name Total Return

Alpha ITs 10.7% Alpha ITs 13.6%

MSCI World 3.0% MSCI World 9.0%

FTSE All Share 8.2% FTSE All Share 8.8%

29-Mar-21 27-Apr-21

Name Total Return Name Total Return

Alpha ITs 10.7% Alpha ITs 2.5%

MSCI World 5.7% MSCI World 1.5%

FTSE All Share 6.0% FTSE All Share 2.2%
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24-May-21

Name Total Return

Alpha ITs 4.6%

MSCI World 2.5%

FTSE All Share 0.6%

Source: Thomson Datastream

As a recap for anyone new to this report, its main aim is to provide investment
ideas for readers to consider on their individual merits rather than off-the-shelf
portfolios. The strategy used by the Alpha IT reports should also be considered
fallible despite the strong showing since launch. The strategy can sometimes
come a cropper and discount widening is alway a danger when investing in
trusts. I can say this with confidence as I have data from mid-2004 to show how
the strategy has historically performed. It has had bad patches.

Fortunately, my data also suggests that while the Alpha strategy does
sometimes have hiccups, overall it produces much more value from good calls
than it loses from bad ones.

Over the last 17 years, the cumulative total return stands at 868 per cent based
on mid-year reshuffles. That compares with 460 per cent  from the MSCI World
index and 235 per cent from the FTSE All Share. These performance numbers
do lack some realism, though, as they do not account for dealing charges
associated with the reshuffles. If I factor in a notional 1.5 per cent annual charge
to represent dealing costs, the total return drops to 649 per cent.

Incidentally, the investment trust trade body, the Association of Investment
Companies (AIC), is currently campaigning for the removal of stamp duty on
dealing investment trust shares. This would cut the costs associated with
running investment trust portfolios. As the difference between the Alpha
screen’s with-costs and without-cost performance shows, seemingly small
savings make a big difference over the long term.

I think the AIC’s campaign has a decent chance of success. That’s because what
it’s suggesting seems fair for two reasons.

Firstly, investors in open-ended funds do not have to pay stamp duty. So
removing the tax for investors in closed-ended funds would level the playing
field.

Secondly, investment trusts pay stamp duty when they buy the shares held in
their portfolios. Making buyers of the trust own shares also pay stamp duty is a
kind of double taxation, which seems a bit off.
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source: Thomson Datastream

Screening rules

The central idea behind the Alpha strategy is to look for trusts displaying an
advantageous mix of value and momentum.

To fairly compare investment trusts with different remits and capital structures,
the screen assesses trusts’ value relative to their one-year average
premium/discount.

This is done using a standardised measure called the Z-score (the number of
“standard deviations” the premium/discount is from the mean average).  A
Z-score can be considered to be pretty cheap when it gets below -1 (the bottom
16 per cent of the range) and extremely cheap at or below -2 (the bottom 2.5
per cent).

Three-month share price momentum is used as an indicator of sentiment
towards trusts and their recent investment success.

The tables at the end of this report show the top 25 investment trusts based on
a combined ranking of Z-score and momentum. The 10 stock portfolio, which is
what this report focuses on, represents the highest ranking trusts that meet the
following portfolio rules:
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● Market capitalisation must be more than £100m.
● No tracker or hedge funds.
● No more than half the portfolio (five out of 10 shares) should have

“niche” themes, and no more than two trusts should have the same niche.
Trusts defined as niche are those focused on non-mainstream asset
classes or sub-sectors, such as private equity, debt, technology and
biotechnology; and those focused on single countries (excluding the UK
and US) or high-risk economic regions such as emerging markets. I also
regard trusts targeting smaller Asian companies as niche, but not
generalist Asian equity  trusts.

● No more than half the portfolio (five out of 10 shares) should be
mainstream trusts of the same type. This rule does not apply to global
funds, but it does to other mainstream themes such as trusts investing in
the UK (large and small companies), Europe, the US or Asia.

● All trusts must trade at a discount to NAV.

Bye bye Britain and good morning Vietnam!

Since November's report, a stand out theme in the ten-trust selections has
been UK-equity recovery plays. Often the 10 trust portfolios have featured the
maximum quota of 5 UK funds (the portfolio rules means only five trusts from
the same mainstream theme are allowed). There has also been a particular focus
on  UK trusts investing in small caps and value stocks. Such trusts have proved
among the best ways to profit from the so-called “reflation trade”.

However, as glorious as the returns from UK value and small caps have been,
this wonderful run seems to be losing steam. Steam is something the Alpha
screening criteria likes. That’s due to its focus on momentum as well as value. So
this month we are moving on to pastures new, although one UK small cap name
remains among this month’s picks, Rights & Issues (RIII).

A stand out theme that has emerged this month is Vietnam. Trusts focused on
this country are classed as niche by Alpha’s portfolio rules meaning only two can
feature each month. So we’ve got a maximum quota with the screen’s picks of
Vietnam Enterprise (VEIL) and VietNam Holding (VNH).

In fact, Vietnam has been a bit of a theme for a while. VEIL featured in both
March’s report and last month’s. Meanwhile, VNH only missed out on a place in
May’s ten-trust portfolio because of its diminutive size, which meant it just
failed the screen’s £100m-plus market cap test.
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Vietnamese treats

So-called “frontier” markets, such as Vietnam, are often billed as holding huge
potential for investors but also often end up delivering disappointment. But
there are genuine reasons to think Vietnam is the real deal.

Key to the allure is the fact that the country’s rapid GDP growth is export
driven. This tends to be a vital component in putting developing economies onto
sustainable growth paths.

This is underlined by the high levels of foreign direct investment (FDI) the
country is able to attract. While the pandemic caused FDI to drop by about a
quarter, in 2019 it came in at $16.1bn according to world bank data. That’s
equivalent to over 6 per cent of the country’s GDP.

The country has a number of things going for it when it comes to luring in
foreign money. Geographically, there’s a lot of coast with good deep-sea ports.
The population of 96m is young, with about half under the age of 35. The
Vietmanese are also well educated. Their work ethic is considered strong. And
their labour is cheap; at $2.73, average hourly labour rates are about half the
level of those in China.

The demographics and growth rate in the country also present the prospect for
rapid urbanisation and growth of the middle class. This provides significant
long-term opportunities for investors.

Meanwhile, the country’s politics and economy are considered relatively stable.
And for communists, the Vietnamese government is incredibly business friendly.
It has pushed through economic reforms aimed at attracting foreign companies
to set up facilities. It also puts a lot of emphasis on protecting foreign
companies’ rights and intellectual property, which contrasts with the views
many hold about its neighbour, China.

The recent trade tensions between the US and China have also highlighted the
attractions of Vietnam as an alternative for companies looking to set up
operations in the region. The historical relationship (this goes back a very long
way) between Vietnam and its largest neighbour has been tumultuous and
territorial disputes are a potential risk.

Vietnam has over 60 trade agreements in place and over recent years has
focused on building infrastructure that will make it a more attractive place to
establish facilities. This is helping the economy to move up the value chain. For
example, Korean electronics giant Samsung began building a new research and
development centre in Vietnam last year.

The country is also getting increased attention from tech giants. The hope is
that the country can leapfrog many traditional stages of development and
become a digitally focused economy. Research by Google, Temasek and Bain &
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Co forecasts that the value of Vietnam's digital economy will balloon from
$14bn in 2020 to $52bn by 2025. Again, the government is working to
encourage this digital transformation.

Covid-19 was also dealt with very successfully in Vietnam, which has had past
experience of pandemics from SARS. Indeed, it was one of the few economies to
grow last year with GDP up nearly 3 per cent. This was helped by the fact
tourism is not a major contributor at only 5 per cent. With FDI picking up again,
forecasts are for economic growth of close to 7 per cent this year and next.

The country’s stock market is not cheap compared with other frontier markets.
The local VN index, which comprises nearly 400 companies, commands a
price/earnings ratio (PE) of 18. For the blue chip VN 30 index (the 30 largest
listed companies), the PE stands at about 16.

But given the potential for growth and the superior fundamentals of Vietnam
compared with other frontier markets, these valuations are arguably not very
challenging.

Vietnam’s stock market is also the second most liquid in East Asia and there is
growing participation with over half a million stock market accounts opening in
the 12 months to the end of May.

A negative, which may currently be affecting sentiment towards Vietnam and
the shares of trusts investing there, is  fears of rising inflation. Inflation would be
expected to lead to rising US interest rates and that tends to be negative for
emerging markets. Higher US rates tend to divert capital away from emerging
market FDI while also putting pressure on currencies and increasing the burden
of any dollar-denominated debt.

The sound finances of Vietnam and thriving exports, however, should somewhat
temper these concerns.

European delights

Europe is another theme from this month’s report. Having been slow to get
vaccines rolled out, strong progress is now being made and European countries
are opening back up.

There has been strong pick ups in business sentiment and data on economic
activity, such as PMI. The European Commission has also significantly increased
economic forecasts for this year and next. Meanwhile first-quarter earnings
from listed European companies substantially beat expectations on aggregate.

The first ever Alpha IT report from back in July actually very profitably
highlighted Europe as a major theme. At the time European trusts were sitting
on wide discounts due to nervousness about a vote on a Covid-19 recovery
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package. The vote got approved and effectively has sowed the seeds of fiscal
union in the block.

The European picks from that July report have done very well off the back of
this. Now some of the agreed €750bn recovery package is due to actually start
being distributed. This should aid recovery prospects in some of the hardest hit
countries in the region such as Italy and Spain.

The European Central Bank is also expected to continue to run a very
accommodative monetary policy.

The region is considered to represent pretty good value. However, as with the
UK, part of the reason for this boils down to the fact that exciting growth
sectors are underrepresented in European markets.

However, the European trusts highlighted by the screen, Fidelity European
(FEV) and European Opportunities (JEO) are growth focused. They have both
struggled to keep up with the rally in value stocks since vaccine breakthroughs
in November. However, with some signs that this “reflation” trend may be
running out of steam, it’s possible that both trusts could see their relative
performances pick up and discounts come in.

In the case of European Opportunities, the discount narrowing process could be
aided by the emergence of two activist investors on the shareholder register
over the last year.

Fallen angels

Another interesting theme emerging this month is that a couple of investors'
favourites have moved to discounts. Some of this may be down to their
underperformance during the recent strong showing by value shares. This may
have presented decent long-term buying opportunities, although that is more
relevant for Scottish Mortgage (SMT) than Martin Currie Global Portfolio
(MNP), which operates a so-called “zero discount policy”.

As often happens with the Alpha Reports, a number of this month’s trusts have
also featured in other recent reports. The approach we are going to take with
such trusts this month is to provide a sentence or two describing the
investment case along with a link to previous in depth analysis.

I’ll also comment if anything significant has happened since the previous
coverage.  The first three trusts this month are all repeat appearances. But don’t
worry, there’s plenty of meat beyond the top three.

So, let’s meet this month’s ten trusts.

Asterisks (*) denote that  the author has shares in a trust.
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Vietnam Enterprise

Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

Vietnam

Enterprise VEIL £1,523m 707p - 0%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-1 -14.10% -11.00% -0.20% -17.50%

Share Price Performance

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

8.30% 14.40% 26.70% 60.70% 62.90% -

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

Hoa Phat

Group JSC 12

Asia

Commercial

Joint Stock

Bank Ordinary

Shares 9.6

Mobile World

Investment

Corp 9.4

Joint Stock

Commercial

Bank for

Foreign Trade

of Vietnam 7.8

Vinhomes JSC 6.8

Vietnam

Prosperity JSC

Bank 5.2

FPT Corp 4.6

Vingroup JSC 4.2

Khang Dien

House Trading 3.9
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and Investment

JSC

Vietnam

Technological

and

Commercial

Joint Stock

bank Ordinary

Shares 3

Total 66

source: Winterflood/Morningstar

Vietnam Enterprise (VEIL) featured in both last month’s Alpha report and the

one from March. It runs a 40 stock, large-cap portfolio focused on sectors that

should benefit from Vietnam’s rapid economic development (as outlined in the

introduction above).

The trust has a track record of using buybacks to bring the discount in when it

widens significantly, as has recently been the case. It has been actively

purchasing its own stock in the market since mid-May.

Read more about VEIL here
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JPM Russian Securities
Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

JPM Russian

Securities JRS £304m 724p 4.80% 0%

Discount to

NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-1.1 -12.40% -10.60% -6.20% -14.60%

re Price Performa

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

5.70% 11.40% 14.60% 22.50% 67.20% 165.80%

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

Sberbank of

Russia PJSC

Participating

Preferred 12.3

Gazprom PJSC 6.4

Mining and

Metallurgical

Company

NORILSK

NICKEL PJSC 5.8

Mining and

Metallurgical

Company

NORILSK

NICKEL PJSC

ADR 5.1

Rosneft Oil Co

GDR 3.5

NOVATEK PJSC

GDR 3.5

Yandex NV Shs

Class-A- 3.3
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Rosneft Oil Co 3.2

Severstal PAO

GDR 3

Novolipetsk

Steel PJSC GDR 3

Total 49

source: Winterflood/Morningstar

JPMorgan Russian Securities (JRS) was another trust to feature last month.

Performance has benefited from the recent resurgence of the oil price. This has

boosted the Russian stock market which has a large weighting in fossil-fuel

companies.

The trust’s board is proactive in trying to manage the discount and this is

encouraged to be so by a shareholder register packed full of activists. There is a

continuation vote scheduled for around March next year.

Read more about JRS here
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Caledonia
Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

Caledonia CLDN £1,747m 3,155p 2.00% 0%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-0.2 -23.40% -22.70% -12.20% -32.30%

Share Price Performance

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

4.30% 17.90% 11.70% 19.00% 19.90% 57.60%

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

Stoneridge Inc 5.2

Liberty Group

Ltd 3.1

Watsco Inc 2.5

Microsoft Corp 2.5

Oracle Corp 2.2

Charter

Communicatio

ns Inc 2.2

Texas

Instruments 2.2

Thermo Fisher

Scientific Inc 1.9

British

American

Tobacco PLC 1.8

Spirax-Sarco

Engineering

PLC 1.8

Total 25

source: Winterflood/Morningstar
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Caledonia (CLDN) also featured in last month's report. It’s not the most

inspiring of trusts. The massive stake of the Cayzer family limits the actions the

board can take to bring in the gaping discount. Meanwhile its classification in

the AIC’s “flexible” investment trust sector looks questionable. So does its

benchmark, the FTSE All Share. Long-term performance is also not great.

One major thing to note, however, is the lagging-nature of the valuations of its

significant holdings in private companies. Given a number of these positions are

in UK consumer-focused companies, there could be a noteworthy pick up in

NAV as updated valuations come through.

Read more about CLDN here

Go to the next page to read about the next trust…
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Martin Currie Global Portfolio
Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

Martin Currie

Global Portfolio MNP £333m 393p 1.10% 8%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-0.7 -0.60% 0.60% 7.40% -2.70%

Share Price Performance

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

7.50% 11.40% 8.40% 26.90% 63.90% 138.20%

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

Taiwan

Semiconductor

Manufacturing

Co Ltd ADR 5.8

Masimo Corp 5

Microsoft Corp 4.5

Moncler SpA 4.4

Atlas Copco AB

A 4.3

Tencent

Holdings Ltd 4.3

Illumina Inc 4.2

ResMed Inc 4.1

Visa Inc Class A 4

AIA Group Ltd 3.9

Total 44

source: Winterflood/Morningstar
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Martin Currie Global Portfolio (MNP) is a trust that has been getting better in

a number of ways over the last three years.  It was almost three years to the day

that the current manager Zehrid Osmani arrived from BlackRock. He took full

control of the trust in October that year after working alongside his

predecessor Tom Walker for a few months. Osmani then went about

overhauling the portfolio and stamping his own investment process on the fund.

This has produced impressive results.  MNP is among the best performing

global trusts over the last three years. This can be seen in the table on the next

page, which is ordered by 3 year NAV total return. That record is also

noteworthy for having been achieved while avoiding FAANG stocks. Osmani

regards these big-tech plays as having too much regulatory and competition

risk.

The trust’s focus is on quality and growth stocks. Essentially, the fund attempts

to get exposure to the world’s best companies. That said, while the portfolio is

concentrated at 32 holdings as of the end of May, it is not exactly a best ideas

portfolio.

Stocks are first screened on the basis of factors such as the quality metric

return on invested capital (ROIC), growth potential and ESG rankings. In depth

research is then carried out. This includes forecasting multiple scenarios to

understand key risks and opportunities. A portfolio is then constructed in order
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to balance out the risks and opportunities as well as to give diverse geographic

exposure. Geographic exposure is considered based on revenue and profit per

region as opposed to the country stocks are listed in. The portfolio itself has

relatively equal weightings between all holdings.

GLOBAL GROWTH TRUSTS

Name TIDM

NAV return Share price return

3m 1y 3y 3m 1y 3y

Scottish Mortgage SMT 9% 68% 156% 9% 59% 140%

Lindsell Train IT LTI 9% 17% 73% 8% 27% 61%

Monks MNKS 4% 35% 68% -2% 29% 59%

Martin Currie Global Portfolio MNP 11% 25% 64% 11% 27% 64%

Mid Wynd International MWY 6% 24% 55% 4% 20% 48%

Alliance Trust ATST 7% 27% 39% 6% 27% 38%

F&C Investment Trust FCIT 6% 24% 37% 6% 23% 26%

AVI Global Trust AGT 2% 40% 37% 2% 43% 38%

Bankers BNKR 5% 18% 36% 7% 20% 41%

Manchester & London MNL 8% 6% 35% 3% -7% 19%

Brunner BUT 6% 24% 34% 8% 24% 30%

JPM Elect - Managed Gwth JPE 6% 30% 31% 7% 32% 30%

Witan WTAN 6% 33% 26% 6% 32% 18%

Scottish IT SCIN 5% 9% 2% 7% 12% 3%

EP Global Opportunities EPG 2% 8% 1% -2% 8% -3%

Keystone Positive Change KPC 5% 7% -15% 3% 21% -4%

Average - 6% 25% 42% 5% 25% 38%

Weighted Average - 8% 45% 80% 8% 41% 71%

FTSE World - 6% 24% 44% 6% 24% 44%

Winterflood Investment Trusts

As at: 23 June 21

The focus on quality and growth means holdings tend to have fat ratings.

Morningstar puts the portfolio’s price/earnings ratio at 36 times as of the end of
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May. But against that is a stand out average ROIC of holdings of 17.1 per cent.

ROIC measures the amount of after tax profit a company generates from its

operations compared with the historic investments it has made in the business.

As such it is seen as a key indicator of quality.

The trust also focuses on three key mega-trends which themselves are

subdivided by the investment team. The trends are: (i) demographic change; (ii)

the future of technology and; (iii) resource scarcity.

Osmani has garnered a reputation for very thorough research and the use of

complex processes. Importantly, the results he’s got so far suggest he’s not just

being clever for the sake of it.

The trust has also benefited from sensible moves by the board, which seem

focused on attracting new money into the fund. It has what is arguably the gold

standard for discount controls, a so -called zero-discount policy. This involves

buying shares when the discount slips out a few percentage points from zero

and issuing shares to control any premium. This policy has the benefit of

offering assurances to would-be investors, which means they are more likely to

buy the shares - a kind of self fulfilling prophecy. It also enhances NAV for

existing shareholders in small increments.

Indeed, while the Alpha screen looks for “value” as well as momentum, the zero

discount policy at MNP means any value on offer can be seen as marginal at

best.

The board has also taken steps to ensure shareholders benefit from increased

scale. At the start of the year a performance fee was thankfully dropped and a

tiered fee structure was introduced charging 0.5 per cent of NAV for assets

under £300m and 0.35 per cent for anything over.

The trust has also sought to lock in the benefit of ultra low interest rates by

agreeing a 3-year loan facility with Royal Bank of Scotland at a fixed rate of just

1.2 per cent. The loan was equivalent to 10 per cent of NAV at the time.

In all, there is a lot to like about this trust as a core holding. The distinct

investment style and high-rating of the holding in the portfolio does, however,

mean performance could suffer if the recent rotation by the market into value

stocks continues.
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Fidelity European
Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

Fidelity

European Trust FEV £1,259m 306p 2.10% 13%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-0.9 -7.50% -6.50% -3.60% -9.20%

Share Price Performance

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

2.50% 9.90% 10.50% 21.00% 49.40% 113.10%

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

Nestle SA 6.8

ASML Holding

NV 5.9

LVMH Moet

Hennessy Louis

Vuitton SE 5.5

Roche Holding

AG 4.7

L'Oreal SA 4.2

SAP SE 3.5

Enel SpA 3.3

Sanofi SACFD 3.3

Partners Group

Holding AG 3.3

0 0

Total 41

source: Winterflood/Morningstar
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Fidelity European (FEV) is a well-regarded trust with a solid record for decent

outperformance. It has been run by Sam Morse for a decade and he has recently

been joined by co-manager Marcel Stotzel. The fund invests in quality, large cap,

dividend-paying companies that are capable of producing good levels of growth.

The focus on the ability of a company to pay and grow its dividends has a lot

going for it. Especially so when it is used as a measure of quality.

Strong dividend records suggest that a company is cash generative and

management is disciplined in its capital allocation decisions. Dividend-paying

shares also tend to be more defensive in downturns. This has proved broadly

true in FEV’s experience. There is a decent amount of research from both

academia and the investment industry to back up these assertions.

Importantly, in the case of FEV, the dividend focus does not mean the trust

chases high-yield stocks. It is not an “income” fund. According to Morningstar

data the average yield from the portfolio is just 2.0 per cent, a little below the

2.1 per cent boasted by the index. Meanwhile, the portfolio’s return on invested

capital (ROIC) is above that of the index at 13.3 per cent versus 10.7 per cent.

This reflects the trust’s focus on quality.  Indeed, there are some great

companies among FEV’s top ten holdings.
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The portfolio itself is reasonably concentrated at 48 stocks and turnover is

relatively low.

With value stocks shooting the lights out since the start of November, the

manager’s investment style has been out of favour. The trust has struggled to

keep up with more value-orientated peers and the broader index (see graph

below). That said, performance has been helped by a timely decision to increase

gearing (borrowing money to buy shares). Gearing is currently close to the

maximum allowable of 15 per cent.

It is of note that while the trust has underperformed over the entire period from

the start of November, it has been producing impressive numbers in recent

months. The tide could be turning.

The trust has also recently cut its fees. It charges 0.85 per cent on the first

£400m of net assets and from the start of April dropped the charge on anything

above that from 0.75 per cent to 0.65 per cent. There is also a discount control

policy in place which seeks to use buy backs to keep the discount in single digits..

A number of sometimes-activist names are on the register which should help

motivate the board to continue to think of ways to improve shareholder value.

Wells Capital has a 9.2 per cent stake, 1607 has 3.5 per cent and City of London

has 2.1 per cent. That said, there has not been any recent noteworthy buying.

In all, this is a good trust that’s showing signs of getting its mojo back with

shares that offer decent value based on the current discount.

The graph on the next page shows FEV’s experience during the value rally and

also the experience of the other European trust in this report, European
Opportunities (JEO), which we’ll look at next.
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source: FactSet

Go to the next page to find out about the next trust...
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European Opportunities*
Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

European

Opportunities JEO £785m 739p 0.50% 6%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-1.6 -13.20% -10.60% -6.50% -13.80%

Share Price Performance

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

2.40% 7.10% 3.10% 5.40% -4.20% 50.00%

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

Novo Nordisk

A/S B 10.5

Experian PLC 10

RELX PLC 9.4

Intermediate

Capital Group

PLC 8.4

Dassault

Systemes SE 8.4

Genus PLC 8.1

Grifols SA 6

Deutsche

Boerse AG 5.9

BioMerieux SA 5.2

Arrow Global

Group PLC 4.3
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Total 76

source: Winterflood/Morningstar

European Opportunities (JEO) is having a shocker. It has been for a little while.

But it was not always so.

The fund used to be a shining star in the stable of former investment manager

Jupiter Fund Management. Things began to go wrong for shareholders when

the manager, Alex Darwall announced he was to leave his own employer to set

up his own investment firm, Devon Equity Management. The trust’s board

decided to follow their man.

Prior to announcing his plans to leave Jupiter in mid 2019, Darwall had a

phenomenal track record. He was one of the biggest sector stars. In the 10

years leading up to the announcement of his departure on the first of July, the

trust delivered a total return of 250 per cent compared to shareholders with 96

per cent from the MSCI Europe index. However, since then the total return is

negative 13 per cent versus positive 19 per cent.

The trust now sits on a fat discount compared with the average low-single digit

discount or premium that investors were used to prior to 2020. The key

question, therefore, is how much of what has happened since Darwall
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announced he was leaving Jupiter comes down to bad luck as opposed to an

endemic problem.

Any consideration of Darwall’s abilities can’t avoid the question of Wirecard.

The German digital payments company was the trust’s top holding for a number

of years. It was also exposed as a massive fraud. Darwall hung on to his position

until the fraud was fully exposed, although he did limit some damage by selling

quickly when the grim truth became undeniable.

One of the key characteristics of Darwall’s management style is that he tries to

ignore “noise”. He did receive assurances from inside Wirecard about

accusations being made by short sellers and in the press, and also consulted

with analysts on the subject. But the calamity gives cause to question the

wisdom of ignoring noise when it reaches the kind of cacophony that it did

about Wirecard.

The board felt wary enough about the large exposure to Wirecard to introduce

a rule in 2018 to restrict the purchase of more stock in any company when it

accounted for more than 10 per cent of the portfolio. Although Wirecard’s

roller coaster price action meant European Opportunities' holding got well

beyond this level. At the time of the 2019 year end, it accounted for over 14 per

cent of the portfolio.

Indeed, the influence of the runaway share price of a fraudulent company casts

a shadow over judgements about the trust’s historic performance record (see

charts on next page).

The trust is currently also holding Grenke which has been subject to allegations

of fraud and criminal behaviour by short sellers. Darwall has taken comfort that

the company has recently been able to publish unqualified accounts.

However, looking through the top ten holdings of the trust’s highly

concentrated portfolio also reveals the names of a number of companies that

are widely considered to be sound, high-quality plays. Meanwhile, the lackluster

performance during the value rally is in keeping with the change in sentiment

away from growth stocks. Even if the broad market mood persists, it is likely the

most pronounced phase in the trend is now behind us.

In fact, Darwall sees some benefit down the line from what has been termed the

reflation trade. A popular narrative to explain the underperformance of
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“growth” relative to “value” is that expectations of higher inflation makes

earnings far off in the future, which are more important for growth stocks, less

valuable in the present. Darwall argues that the strong pricing power and

robust balance sheets of the companies he invests in makes them very well

suited for higher inflation environments, which can be expected to be

accompanied by higher interest rates. I have sympathy for this view as

real-world evidence is at best mixed over the relationship between inflation,

interest rates and the outperformance of value versus growth.

source: FactSet
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It is worth noting also, that despite a dire run since Covid-19 struck, the trust’s

NAV performance has been picking up in recent months. Furthermore, since

Darwall took the helm of the trust in 2000, it has only underperformed in three

financial years (2012, 2018 and 2020).

But the wide discount looks interesting for reasons aside from speculation

about whether Darwall can return to form. The trust’s board has pledged to

keep the discount at single digits. This has been backed up with buybacks which

should continue given the shares current rating.

Meanwhile, two value-focus and sometimes-activist investors have emerged

with sizable stakes. About a year ago 1607 Capital Management appeared with

a 5.3 per cent holding and at the start of this year Wells Capital popped up with

5.2 per cent.

These shareholders are likely to keep pressure on the board to address the

discount. One of the actions could be to push for a reduction in fees. These are

relatively high compared with peers at 0.9 per cent for net assets up to £1bn

and 0.8 per cent for anything over. It is welcome that the trust’s performance

fee was abolished when the management contract switched from Jupiter to

Devon.

Finally, some encouragement can be taken from Darwall’s own enthusiasm for

the trust’s shares. A recent announcement by the trust revealed Darwall now

holds 4.3 per cent of the trust compared with 3.3 per cent at about this time last

year. That suggests some fairly hefty buying based on the trust’s £785m market

capitalisation.

Go to the next page to find out about the next trust...
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VietNam Holdings
Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

VietNam

Holding VNH £111m 260p - 0%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

0.2 -19.40% -20.20% -10.30% -27.30%

Share Price Performance

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

12.10% 26.20% 34.70% 62.50% 30.20% 79.70%

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

FPT Corp 10.5

Hoa Phat

Group JSC 10.3

Vietnam

Prosperity JSC

Bank 9.1

Viet Nam Joint

Stock

Commercial

Bank For

Industry And

Trade 8.8

Military

Commercial

Joint Stock

Bank 5.4

Mobile World

Investment

Corp 5.2

Vinhomes JSC 4.9
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Khang Dien

House Trading

and Investment

JSC 4.7

Phu Nhuan

Jewelry JSC 4.6

Saigon Thuong

Tin Commercial

Joint Stock

Bank 4.2

Total 68

source: Winterflood/Morningstar

VietNam Holdings (VNH) is something of a subscale, single-country specialist.

While the portfolio offers something interesting, it is hard to justify the trust’s

existence based on its puny size, the associated high level of fees (the on-going

charge is about 2.5 per cent) and the persistently wide discount. However, this

existential issue for the trust’s board has the potential to ultimately play to

shareholders’ favour.

Importantly, the board is very aware of the problems and is actively engaged in

trying to address them.
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It’s unsurprising the directors are so focused on improving the lot of

shareholders. The current board was  drafted in to clean up a governance mess

in September 2017. Indeed, prior to this point shareholders had suffered

underperformance, the fund’s investment manager was revealed as having been

making undisclosed bonus payments to the chairman, and the founder of the

investment manager was discovered to have past money laundering

convictions. Quite a tally!

Once in place, the trust’s new board went about appointing a new respected

country-specialist fund manager. The trust’s domicile was moved from the

Cayman Islands to Guernsey and the shares’ listing from Aim to the main

market.  Significantly, from the perspective of new would-be investors, the

board has aggressively pursued a policy of buybacks and near-NAV tender

offers to try to control the discount.

There have been 15 per cent tender offers in each of the last three years and

between the board’s appointment and 30 June 2020, buybacks contributed a

positive 6.7 per cent to NAV total return.

This is all very commendable stuff, but the discount has remained very wide.

That suggests the board needs to do more of the same. Given how proactive it

has been, it is a fair guess to expect it to continue to do the right thing.

The follow on question is one of where this leaves the future of the trust?

Ultimately, if VNH continues to eat itself in pursuit of a narrower discount there

will come a point where it has no alternative but to liquidate at close to NAV or

merge with another trust. That could produce quite a filip given the near 20 per

cent discount.

It's also of note that trust-engagement specialist City of London holds an 11 per

cent stake. While the last move in the holding was downwards, the presence of

this shareholder should also ensure the directors continue to do the right thing.

In the meantime, recent NAV performance looks very impressive helped by the

pick up in performance of the Vietnamese stock market. Indeed, since the start

of the year to the end of May, VNH boasted a NAV total return of 37 per cent

compared with 33 per cent from the Vietnam All Company index.
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That said, it took some time for the current manager to restructure the

portfolio, with a number of illiquid holdings needing to be disposed of. What’s

more, the need to find cash to satisfy tender offers and buybacks has been a

drag on performance. So the three year performance looks less inspiring with a

compound average NAV growth rate of 11.8 per cent to May compared with

14.6 per cent from the index.

The trust itself focuses on three themes to try to profit from the rapid

development of the Vietnamese economy: (i) industrialisation; (ii) urbanisation

and: (iii) rising incomes.

In practice this currently means heavy exposure to banks which account for a

quarter of the portfolio. Banks tend to be very sensitive to economic growth.

Other big sector bets include industrials, real estate, telecoms and retail.

The portfolio itself is concentrated, targeting between 20 to 25 holdings and

the focus is on under-researched small- and mid-cap stocks. The manager also

has a strong ESG focus which is regarded as a differentiating factor.  The trust

can invest up to a fifth of the portfolio in private companies. However, at the

time of the last full-year results there was only one unlisted holding accounting

for 5 per cent of assets.

The broad fundamental characteristics of the portfolio also look attractive. At

the end of May the trust said the average forecast 2021 PE stood at just 12.4

with expectations of 55 per cent EPS growth in the year. The same numbers for

2022 stood at 10.2 and 19 per cent growth.

VNH is a subscale trust with high fees and a wide discount to match. However, if

the recent pick up in performance cannot help rectify these issues, then there is

a good chance that the board will. In the meantime, there is a strong investment

case for Vietnam which holders may continue to benefit from.

Go to the next page to find out about the next trust...
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Rights & Issues*
Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

Rights & Issues RIII £187m 2,475p 1.30% 0%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-1 -9.70% -6.70% 0.40% -12.50%

Share Price Performance

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

0.40% 8.80% 24.10% 37.70% 15.60% 88.10%

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

Hill & Smith

Holdings PLC 13.1

Treatt PLC 12.7

Vp PLC 9.4

Macfarlane

Group PLC 8.9

Spirax-Sarco

Engineering

PLC 8.9

Electrocompon

ents PLC 6.4

Colefax Group

PLC 6.1

Scapa Group

PLC 5.8

Eleco PLC 2.5

Renold PLC 2.2

Total 76
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source: Winterflood/Morningstar

Rights & Issues (RIII) has been a feature of the Alpha reports all year. In short, it

is a bit of a hidden gem in the UK small cap sub-sector, but the board’s distaste

for spending money on marketing means it may well continue to stay that way.

The board could resinstigate buybacks to help with liquidity issues and the

discount after suspending purchases during the Covid sell off.

Read more about RIII here

Go to the next page to find out about the next trust...
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Scottish Mortgage*
Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

Scottish

Mortgage SMT £18,047m 1,275p 0.30% 7%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-0.7 -3.10% -1.20% 7.60% -12.30%

Share Price Performance

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

10.80% 9.40% 7.60% 59.50% 139.60% 411.70%

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

Tencent

Holdings Ltd 6.1

Illumina Inc 5.9

ASML Holding

NV 5.1

Amazon.com

Inc 5

Tesla Inc 4.6

Alibaba Group

Holding Ltd

ADR 4.4

Meituan 4

Moderna Inc 3.6

NIO Inc ADR 3.5

Delivery Hero

SE 3

Total 45

source: Winterflood/Morningstar
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Investor-favourite Scottish Mortgage (SMT) is a trust that normally trades at a

premium to its NAV. Given the Alpha screen is only interested in trusts that

trade at a discount this means the screen generally ignores the shares, but

tends to pounce on them as soon as any discount emerges.

This has happened on two previous occasions since we began publishing the

reports with contrasting results. Since the shares were highlighted back in

September, they’ve delivered a 36 per cent return which comfortably beat the

MSCI World index’s 18 per cent return. However, since the shares were

highlighted in January the total return has been a negative 2.7 per cent

compared with a positive 7.4 per cent from the index.

January marked a point when the discount had pushed out because the market

correctly anticipated a period of lackluster performance. What’s more, as the

discount trend line in the above graph indicates, sentiment has at best

plateaued since then.

This could prove a decent buying opportunity, though. Recent NAV

performance has been impressive as the value rally has begun to stall.

However, there are a number of sources of uncertainty for SMT shareholders at

the moment that go beyond the normal market musings. For one thing, the
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mastermind behind the trust’s distinctive, 10-year view  investment process,

James Anderson, will retire next year.

Under Anderson’s watch, the trust and its management company, Baillie

Gifford, have tried to focus on  identifying the small percentage of companies

that account for the majority of long-term stock market returns. The long-term

focus has caused the trust to invest increasing amounts in private companies,

with the limit currently set at 30 per cent of assets.

Anderson’s proteges, Tom Slater who is 42 and Lawrence Burns who is just 32,

have been well schooled in the firm's ethos, but there are still reasons to be

circumspect as they prepare to take the reins..

The large exposure the trust has built up to Chinese tech firms is another thing

that has made some erstwhile SMT fans nervous. The suspended IPO of Ant

Financial, in which SMT has a stake, and stories of increased state intervention

in the Chinese tech sector are worries.

The amount of money investment manager Baillie Gifford is now in charge of is

another thing that has led to some raised eyebrows. In the first two decades of

the millennium assets under management rocketed from £22bn to £326bn. The

firm says it has loads of opportunities and ideas, and that it can easily cope with

the amount of money it is managing. However, in general there is often an

inverse relationship between performance and a boutique fund manager hitting

the big time.

Worries about size have also recently been heightened by news that one of the

firm’s star managers, Ewan Markson-Brown who was at the helm of Pacific

Horizon investment trust, has been poached by investment firm Crux.

And then there is the worry that after such a spectacular period of performance

for SMT, there has to be some kind of reversal. Indeed, we have already seen

something of that ilk in 2021 as rising inflation expectations have caused

investors to reassess the valuation of growth stocks.

Given the list of niggling concerns, it’s perhaps not surprising SMT has been

struggling to hold on to its usual premium rating. However, one thing stands out

clearly in SMT’s favour. The process and investment culture at Baillie Gifford

has caused the trust to produce truly spectacular long-term returns. There are
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few better bits of marketing material a trust could hope for than the graph

below.

source: FactSet

Go to the next page to find out about the next trust...
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Middlefield Canadian Income
Name TIDM Mkt Cap Price DY Gearing

Middlefield

Canadian Inc

Trusts MCT £115m 108p 4.70% 20%

Discount to NAV

Z-Score Now Avg. Low High

-0.3 -14.60% -13.80% -6.20% -19.00%

Share Price Performance

1m 3m 6m 1y 3y 5y

-0.90% 10.40% 19.00% 39.00% 30.40% 74.20%

Top Ten Holdings

Name % Port

Canadian

Imperial Bank

of Commerce 4.8

Brookfield

Renewable

Partners LP 4.4

Bank of

Montreal 4.3

The

Toronto-Domini

on Bank 4

Riocan Real

Estate

Investment

Trust 3.9

Northland

Power Inc 3.8

Bank of Nova

Scotia 3.8

Sun Life

Financial Inc 3.8

Enbridge

Income Fund 3.6
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Holdings Inc

SmartCentres

Real Estate

Investment

Trust 3.6

Total 40

source: Winterflood/Morningstar

This month’s final trust, Middlefield Canadian Income (MCT), is an income

focused trust. It invests a little in US stocks but is chiefly focused on Canada, as

its name suggests. It has significant exposure to real estate and banks.

MCT featured in April’s report, but one noteworthy development since then is

that a large number of votes were cast against the re-election of a director at

the last AGM. The trust said it thought the opposition to Philip Bisson could be

due to a recommendation from a proxy voting agency which considered his

independence compromised by his shareholding and those of his connected

persons. These holdings apparently only represent 1.72per cent of the trust in

total. Anyway, the trust is consulting with shareholders.

Read more about MCT here
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DETAILED REPORT PERFORMANCE BREAKDOWN*
*from close on day of publication to 24 June 2021

20-Jul-20 11-Sep-20

Name TIDM Total Return Name TIDM Total Return

Average - 42.1% Average - 33.6%

MSCI World - 19.5% MSCI World - 17.6%

FTSE All Share - 20.2% FTSE All Share - 22.7%

TRUST PICKS TRUST PICKS

Baillie Giff US
Grth USA 55.6%

JPMorgan
Indian JII 30.3%

TR European
Grth TRG 72.5% Pacific Assets PAC 28.5%

JPMorgan US
Sm Co JUSC 49.4%

Fidelity Asian
Values FAS 43.6%

Henderson
Eurotrust HNE 16.0%

JPMorgan Emg
Mkt JMG 26.8%

Henderson
Eur.Focus Tst. HEFT 27.2%

Asia Dragon
Trust DGN 25.4%

Fidelity China
Spstn. FCSS 38.2%

Schdr.An.Tor.In
v. ATR 23.4%

Jupiter US Sm
Co BASC 49.7%

Scottish
Mortgage SMT 35.9%

AVI Global AGT 38.8%
Herald
Investment HRI 37.6%

European
Assets Trust EAT 41.1%

European
Assets Trust EAT 36.0%

JPMorgan Eur.
Sm Co JEDT 32.7%

Blackrock
World Mng. BRWM 48.1%

19-Oct-20 16-Nov-20

Name TIDM Total Return Name TIDM Total Return

Average - 30.4% Average - 21.9%

MSCI World - 16.9% MSCI World - 11.7%

FTSE All Share - 24.5% FTSE All Share - 13.7%

TRUST PICKS TRUST PICKS

Standard Life
Uk Sm.Cos. SLS 26.3%

Aurora
Investment ARR 12.7%

Pacific Assets PAC 18.5%
Artemis Alpha
Trust ATS 21.1%
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Fidelity Asian
Values FAS 38.0%

Invesco
Perp.Uk
Smcos. IPU 37.8%

Independent
Inv Trst IIT 27.1%

Invesco Asia
Trust IAT 14.5%

Aurora
Investment ARR 37.7%

Strategic Equity
Cap. SEC 48.0%

AVI Global AGT 31.9%
Std.Lf.Inv.Pr.Inc
.Tst. SLI 16.9%

JPMorgan US
Sm Co JUSC 35.2%

Brunner
Investment
Trust BUT 15.5%

BMO
Commercial
Prop BCPT 51.1%

CC Japan
Inc&Grth CCJI 11.5%

JPMorgan
Indian JII 23.9%

Fidelity Asian
Values FAS 29.1%

CC Japan
Inc&Grth CCJI 14.6%

Blackrock
Frontiers BRFI 11.8%

25-Jan-21 22-Feb-21

Name TIDM Total Return Name TIDM Total Return

Average - 16.9% Average - 13.6%

MSCI World - 7.4% MSCI World - 9.0%

FTSE All Share - 9.3% FTSE All Share - 8.8%

TRUST PICKS TRUST PICKS

Aberforth
Smcos. ASL 34.0%

Rights & Issues
It. RIII 13.0%

Temple Bar TMPL 20.4%
Schroder
Orntl.Inc.Fd. SOI 1.8%

Murray Intl. MYI 9.8%
Avi Global
Trust AGT 10.2%

Merchants
Trust MRCH 21.6%

Polar Capital
Tech.Tst. PCT 1.0%

Templeton
Emrg.Mkts.It. TEM -0.6%

Jpmorgan
Claverhouse JCH 16.6%

Blackrock
Smcos.Tst. BRSC 24.0%

Rit Capital
Partners RCP 17.7%

Henderson
Smaller Cos. HSL 23.9%

North Atlantic
Smcos. NAS 17.0%

Std.Lf.Inv.Pr.Inc
.Tst. SLI 26.8%

Tr European
Growth TRG 14.1%
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AVI Global AGT 12.2%

Invesco
Perp.Uk
Smcos. IPU 21.1%

Scottish
Mortgage SMT -2.7%

Aberforth
Smcos. ASL 23.3%

29-Mar-21 27-Apr-21

Name TIDM Total Return Name TIDM Total Return

Average - 10.7% Average - 2.5%

MSCI World - 5.7% MSCI World - 1.5%

FTSE All Share - 6.0% FTSE All Share - 2.2%

TRUST PICKS

Rights & Issues
It. RIII 11.0%

Rights & Issues
It. RIII 2.0%

Nippon Active
Value Fund NAVF 6.1%

Rit Capital
Partners RCP 2.3%

Henderson
Intl.Inc.Tst. HINT 5.2%

Bmo
Cap.&.Inc.It. BCI -0.5%

Invesco
Perp.Uk
Smcos. IPU 19.1%

Bmo
Priv.Eq.Tst. BPET 3.4%

Jpmorgan
American It. JAM 8.0% Mercantile It. MRC -2.4%

North American
Inc.Tst. NAIT 7.9%

Brunner
Investment
Trust BUT 2.8%

North Atlantic
Smcos. NAS 15.4%

Aberforth
Smcos. ASL 1.7%

Middlefield
Cdn.Inc. MCT 10.1%

Blackrock
Smcos.Tst. BRSC 6.2%

Vietnam
Enter.Inv. VEIL 21.1%

Middlefield
Cdn.Inc. MCT 6.6%

Gab.Value Plus
+ Trust GVP 3.1%

Harbourvest
Global HVPE 2.7%

24-May-21

Name TIDM Total Return

Average - 4.6%

MSCI World - 2.5%

FTSE All Share - 0.6%
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Rights & Issues
It. RIII 2.4%

Aberforth
Smcos. ASL 5.1%

Standard Life
Uk Sm.Cos. SLS 5.5%

Odyssean
Investment Tst. OIT 9.3%

North American
Inc.Tst. NAIT 0.8%

Rit Capital
Partners RCP 0.4%

Caledonia
Investments CLDN 5.7%

Vietnam
Enter.Inv. VEIL 8.9%

Jpmorgan
Russian JRS 6.5%

Invesco
Perp.Slt.Uk Eq. IVPU 1.7%

Top 25 trusts on the next page
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